BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC CHEAT SHEET
TACITUS
PRO Barn has won this race multiple times and this colt rarely misses a piece of the purse.
CON Routinely fell short in more winnable spots; this field much tougher than ones he’s been facing.

TIZ the LAw
PRO Remains arguably the leading 3-year-old despite Derby loss; enters fresh.
CON Although new to Keeneland, both losses to date have come in Kentucky.

BY my Standards
PRO Has run only one bad race in his career, a troubled trip in the 2019 Kentucky Derby.
CON Has form to find to turn the tables on Improbable and Tom’s d’Etat, for starters.

Tom’s d’etat
PRO Has been pointing to this race for more than a year; capable over this track and when fresh.
CON Owns just one G1 win against a much softer group.

Title Ready
PRO Owns multiple wins over this track and has never finished out of the money over it.
CON: Limited class and speed-figure power should make him an Arcangues-sized longshot.

Higher Power
PRO Career-best effort occurred over 10 furlongs, albeit more than a year ago.
CON A distant third in a softer renewal of this event last year; recent form doesn’t inspire.

Global Campaign
PRO Going good now and proved he could carry his speed 1 1/4 miles in the Woodward.
CON Pace scenario doesn’t look at all favorable; this is the deepest field he’s ever faced.

Improbable
PRO Couldn’t be racing any better with three coast-to-coast G1 wins; can seemingly win from anywhere.
CON Has won only twice in eight starts outside California.

Authentic
PRO Barn knows what it takes to have a 3-year-old fire in the Classic, won the last time held at Keeneland.
CON Enters off two hard races in Kentucky Derby and Preakness; older rivals offer stiffer challenges than Swiss Skydiver.

Maximum Security
PRO Champion is controversial, but has crossed the wire first in 11 of 13 starts.
CON Performance in the Awesome Again last time one of his duller efforts, perhaps a sign of regression.
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